
Turner Hall –  

In the mid-1800s, Swiss immigrants began arriving in south-central Wisconsin in 

search of a better life. In 1845, 200 impoverished Swiss from the canton Glarus 

immigrated to what is now northern Green County and established a new 

settlement known as New Glarus.  

In Monroe, one of the most visible and still viable evidences of the Swiss is the 

Turner Hall.  

The Turner Hall derives its name from the German word for gymnast, which is 

Turner. The first Turnhalle was built by Swiss immigrants in 1868 on the same site 

as the current Turner Hall.  

Originally a place for the Swiss to practice gymnastics and preserve their Swiss 

traditions, it also soon became a center of community activities and was often 
referred to as the "opera house".  

For many years, Turner Hall was synonymous with the teaching and performing of 

both Swiss wrestling and gymnastics in Monroe. A Turner Hall gymnast, Marie 

Blumer Hoesly, competed in the 1952 Olympics in Helsinki, Finland.  

On Labor Day of 1936, the original structure burned to the ground. Almost 

immediately, plans were begun to build the present Turner Hall, which was 
designed by innovative German architect, Max Hanisch, and completed in 1938.  

Although there are many German Turner Halls throughout the country, it is 

believed that this Turner Hall is the only one of Swiss origin left in the United 

States. The building itself, a Swiss Emmental-style chalet, has been listed on both 

the National and State Registers of Historic Places since 1982. Its authentically 

Old World interior houses many irreplaceable paintings and Swiss artifacts as well 

as exemplary examples of Swiss folk painting. 

The Turner Hall continues to be a vital place for nurturing Swiss heritage through 

its many Swiss-related events and activities, as well as a venue for concerts, 

dances, receptions, and a host of other community events. Long known for being a 

place Where Old and New Worlds Meet, legendary Swiss musicians like Rudy 

Burkhalter and Martha Bernet shared the stage with big name acts like Sammy 
Kaye, Lawrence Welk, and Guy Lombardo. 

The Hall’s rich history also includes personal appearances by Susan B. Anthony, 
William Jennings Bryan, and John F. Kennedy. 

In recent years, the entire building...the authentic Old World Ratskeller, the 

beautiful upstairs grand hall and stage, the gym, and bowling lanes...has 

undergone loving renovation. Turner Hall's volunteers and sponsors work 

tirelessly to support and maintain this landmark gem and treasure of Swiss 
heritage.  

 


